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The roman blind is a luxurious  window dressing that will transform any interior design scheme.  This sumptuous range of fabrics is the very pinnacle of taste and  elegance in a window furnishing.  Roman blinds can be used in any room of the house, whether you  require a privacy blackout fabric for the bedroom or a light filtering fabric for the conservatory.  Our impressive roman collection  presents:  
· Stunning fabric designs  
· A collection of colours to suit every palette  
· Translucent fabrics to gently filter the sunshine  
· Blackout fabrics to enhance privacy and sleep  
· Energy saving fabrics to insulate your home 

an impressive range of roman blind fabrics including dazzling 
metallics, stylish sheers, trendy textures & contemporary prints  
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a traditional window dressing with a modern twist, 
combining luxurious styling with contemporary clean lines 
Enjoy the classic look of a roman blind with all the features of a modern product; contemporary clean lines, easy operation and complete child safety.  Each window blind is made to your individual requirements and the fabric and accessories you can choose from will allow you to create any type of mood or look that you desire to really reflect your personality.  Roman blinds are easily raised or lowered to provide you with perfect control of the light. The blinds fit neatly against the window, enabling the blind to perform well both from a privacy perspective as well as from an insulation view point keeping you warmer in winter and cooler in summer. 
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We all know that as children grow their curiosity does too, which is why here at Solent Blinds we make child safety a real priority.  Our window blinds are always designed with safety in mind and there are a  number of options for you to choose from, including child safe operating chains and One Touch motorised solutions too, making luxury affordable. 

transform your home with a stunning roman blind safe &  stylish, practical & durable 
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www.solentblinds.co.uk 
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